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The Holy Fathers say that evil in and of itself does not exist. Evil is a distortion of reality. Evil 
is the desperate attempt of a thought that is not accord with God’s will to enter into 
existence. Since evil has no existence of its own, everything that does exist is good. God did 
not create anything bad; thus, neither is the source of evil. Evil is the absence of good, the 
absence of existence. This is analogue with the light and darkness. Darkness does not have 
an origin while light must have one. Evil is the existential darkness.1 
 
The Fathers of the Church teach that “evil” has no substance neither has an ontological existence. It 
is a matter of perception, a “distortion of reality”; a kind of ontological non-existence; the absence of 
faith or “the absence of good” (above).  In monastic practice, the “problem of evil” is not God’s 
problem, but that of the Human befallen “nature” [“physis”]. In his Theodicy [1709], Leibniz 
confronted the “atheist problem of evil”, i.e. how an omnipotent and benevolent God allows evil to 
exist. He developed two overlapping hypotheses, the “underachiever problem” and the “holiness 
problem”.2 The former, focuses on the relation of God to the world [(“ktisis”/ “cosmos”)] by 
questioning God’s power by pointing to the incompleteness of His Creation, i.e. if “God is the author 
of everything that exists, and given that evil is one of the things that exists, it might seem that God is 
therefore the author of evil” (Ibid.). Leibniz resolved this paradox by returning to St Augustine’s 
ascetic method of practice and self-reflection, arguing that evil is necessary as a means of mirroring 
and reflecting on our deeds and behaviour in daily life: “an imperfection in the part may be required 
for a perfection in the whole.”3 “Evil” then, is the absence of Good, which in the Christian ontological 
context evolved into the absence of Faith. 
In monastic settings, the Devil does lurk in the Dark, cunningly waiting for the right moment to test 
the physically tired monks during their night long “ordeals” [“dokimasies”] against both the 
temptations of the body and deceptions of the mind. Over the centuries, monastic life on Mount 
                                                          
1 Anonymous, The Ascetic Experience, https://asceticexperience.com/portfolio/evil-doesnt-exist/ [Accessed May 30 2020]. 
 
2 Murray and Greenberg, “Leibniz on the Problem of Evil,” https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2016/entries/leibniz-evil/ 
[Accessed May 30 2020]. 
 
3 Leibniz, Philosophy of Religion: an anthology, 173. 




Athos developed along the Desert Fathers model of asceticism, in which a “desert” is a testing 
ground: “the land of desolation, the haunt of wild beasts alone; all nature there is hostile to man, 
subject to Satan.”4 It is a place where monks go to fight their “passions” [“pathos”] in the imago dei 
of Christ who fought Satan for forty nights and days in the Judaean Desert [Matthew 4:1-11, Mark 
1:12-13, Luke 4:13]. The three temptations of Christ correspond to the three premises of ascetic life: 
emancipation from the dependence to the material body (hunger and sexual urges); emancipation 
from personal “passions” (pride); and emancipation from world history (ambition). The 
personification of these corruptive materialist forces in Christianity is Satan or the Antichrist, the 
metaphysical manifestation of the Shadow of Christ in Jungian terms, but the responsibility to face 
and mitigate them falls to the Individual Christ. In other words, in contrast to the metaphysical and 
archetypal depictions of Satan in popular belief, the degrees of “evil” in everyday life is a moral 
matter of self-responsibility. 
This paper examines the contradictions between ascetic practices and popular belief as they are 
emerging in response to aesthetic conceptions (“natural evil”) and uses (“moral evil”) of darkness, 
respectively. The paper examines how the transition from darkness to light is an economic matter of 
negotiating in practice the paradox between “natural” and “moral” appropriations of “evil” in 
monastic settings. In this context, the paper brings in the discussion aspects of European philosophy 
regarding philosophical conceptions “evil” in order to methodologically investigate three overlapping 
ethical aspects of the paradox that accompany three ethnographic chunks from Mount Athos each 
one focusing on a specific site: the Body (Jung, ethical dilemma I), the Community (Hume, ethical 
dilemma II), and the World (Plato, Baudrillard, ethical dilemma III).  The hypothesis that I will be 
investigating develops along these lines: since evil has no theological substance (ethical problem I), 
but does have a strong, institutionalized historical presence that has been exposed to ideological and 
other interests (ethical problem II), then it is a fictious Shadow concept used as in Plato’s metaphor 
of the Cave, in order to confuse and manipulate the masses (ethical problem III). 
Each ethical dilemma raises an aspect in the paradoxical relation between “natural” (archetypal) and 
“moral” (daily) understandings of “evil”, which contradicts the ascetic strive against the material self, 
defined as the (anti)social condition and associated with contagiousness. The paper investigates the 
gaps between theory and practice focusing on the aesthetic, cathartic, and moral qualities of the 
natural transition from darkness to light in the ritualised life of the monasteries. In doing so, it 
unfolds ethnographic material taken from my fieldwork notes from Mount Athos in two 
neighbouring monasteries between 2002 and 2004. As I will discuss below in relation to the 
appropriations of darkness and the Antichrist on Athos, Christian asceticism breaks this dualist 
opposition by throwing its aesthetic emphasis on the actual process of transition from a state of 
Darkness to the True Light of the aesthetically formless force that emerges out of Darkness gaining 
form in Light. This moment of transition and/or formation of ‘something’ as it emerges from 
Darkness gives a symbolic emphasis on sunrise at Dawn as a kind of cathartic revelation and 
confirmation of Faith: from the grandiose moments of the beginning and end of time and space in 
Genesis and the Apocalypse respectively, to personal transformation cultivated with prayer, 
confession, and the reception of the Holy Communion at dawn in the church. The main focus of the 
paper, therefore, are ethical dilemmas that relate to perception -from Plato’s Cave of the Mind to 
the blinding Sun of knowledge; what is real (God), and what claims to be the thing it is not (Devil). 
 
                                                          
4 Papachrysanthou, Athonian Monasticism, 59, and in Meyendorff, St Gregory Palamas and Orthodox Spirituality, 11. 
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Part I. The Shadow of the Self 
 
The Porno Demon 
 
“On the day we celebrate the Presentation of the Mother of God (November 21), Paisios 
came to visit (at the New Skete). It was a dark night, and it was raining. After Paisios had 
finished with his evening prayers he started preparing for the night vigil (that he would hold) 
in honour of the Mother of God. As he was preparing himself, he heard the steps of 
someone walking in frenzy on his roof. Then he heard the screams of the Beast, crawling on 
the roof trying to find a way in. The noise was so loud that the little Father had to shout the 
prayer “Lord Jesus Have Mercy on me the sinner” against the roof. In a few seconds the 
noise stopped. The wind was blowing heavily but there were no more sounds from the roof. 
And then, there was a sudden banging on the door. And another one, and with the third 
banging the door opened wide and the wind brought the rain in, and there was black 
shadow waiting outside for Father Joseph. But Father Paisios knew that the Demon only 
visits those who have strong faith, and not the weak because there is no need (to do so), and 
he wasn’t afraid because he had faith and the Cross in his hand. Paisios then began reciting 
the words of the blessing of St Basil’s exorcisms, facing his door. He had no fear and so he 
walked to the door and shut it. But the Beast did not leave him alone. He continued banging 
his door and the walls of the hut all night long. He did not dare to come in again though, 
because he was afraid of the power of the blessing and the Cross. Nothing more was 
needed. I met him the following day, and he told me what happened the previous night. 
“That was indeed a good vigil” I told him and we both had a good laugh” [Interview with 90-
year-old monk of Vatopaidi 19/4/2003]. 
 
Athos is a place of struggle between divine and demonic forces, fighting inside each monk. the field, I 
gathered a number of stories about charismatic monks who were attacked “because the Devil 
envied their grace [“Charis”]” [personal communication with old monk 19/4/03].  The Devil chooses 
the most virtuous monks, because they are the ones who “are not taken yet” [ibid.]. In the story 
above a formless Shadow emerges as Devil and materializes his presence by trying to break into the 
hut of Paisios. But “he kept his door shut” holding the cross and repeating the words of the Jesus 
prayer that protected him. The underlying theme of such stories is that the Devil is an external 
threat to the internal life of a monk, taking different forms in dreams and memories. He is also 
deceitful as he “can even take the form of the Virgin Mary” [Ibid.]. Some monks believe that when 
they fall asleep in the evening the Devil is stronger as he comes in their dreams, tempting them, 
causing them guilt by taking the form of their biological mothers whom they left behind, or the form 
of the “porno demon” (pornodaimonas) that brings desire. The monks fear the “porno demon”: a 
hideous female with an attractive female body and the face of a monster, long black nails and a 
black tongue, and pig hair at its back “that can cut through the flesh” [old monk 4/10/02]. It arrives 
in dreams to bring a violent struggle that can last for a long time, even after the novice is ordained as 
a monk. An old monk told me that even Joseph the Vatopaidian’s war on flesh lasted for more than 
seven years. Material flesh is external to the internal soul, and accordingly, the monks have to keep 
their “doors” shut to this external influence (that is “society” in Durkheim’s terms, 1912).  
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The monk above highlighted that one must keep their “door” shut from the material condition of 
this “world”, including sexual reproduction and desire. In this sense, praying is the activity that 
defines them as monks, from the Greek word “monahos”, which literary means “to be alone”. In 
imitation of the charismatic monks, all monks on Athos do not sleep in the night, but begin their 
daily strive with a strong cup of black coffee to keep them vigilant during the night activities. In The 
Ascent to Paradise, a manual of monastic life dating back to the 7th century, St John Climacus refers 
for the first time to “hesychasm” from the Greek word “hesychia”, meaning ‘silence” and referring to 
stillness and solitude. Strezova (2014) associated darkness as a natural component of the Hesychast 
practice of the Jesus Prayer, as for one to pray “a darkened place is required to keep the mind from 
distractions”, referring to “intellectual” distractions of the mind, thoughts and passions (2014, 16).5 
The practice of prayer is central  in the “mystical theology” of Christian asceticism to discover the 
hidden knowledge, which is “a darkness beyond light” as in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa and 
Maximus the Confessor (Artemi 2019).6 In darkness the “challenge” [“dokimasia”] is naturally 
formless, that is non-existent in the natural world. In the anecdotal story above, these supernatural 
forces take the form and even materialize into Demons, or even worse, may take the form of an 
emotional attachment, for example a mother or the form of a saint, in order to deceive and increase 
the excess of the passion. But that is part of the human mind, an illusion that paradoxically exist 
despite being a Shadow of reality, as it does not belong either to God’s realm (apophatic theology) 
or to His real world (theory of “energies”). 
The practice of praying in the cell thus gives protection by keeping the “door” shut to the Demon. 
Accordingly, John Climacus warns the monk not to forget his door open and let the world in. He 
defines a “Hesychast” as: “One who says: “I sleep, but my heart watches” (Cant. 5:2). Close your cell 
door to your body, the door of your lips to words, the interior door to spirits. A poor man who is 
obedient is better than a distracted Hesychast […] Solitude to worship the uninterrupted service of 
God. May the name of Jesus be united with your breath; then you will understand the value of 
solitude.”7 Cyril of Alexandria also cited in Filokalia: “You must consider your senses as the door to a 
house. Through the senses all images of things enter into the heart, and through the senses, the 
innumerable multitude of lusts pour into it. The Prophet Joel calls the senses windows, saying: They 
shall enter in at our windows like a thief [Jl. 2:9] because these windows have not been marked with 
the precious blood of Christ  […] through our sealing with the blood of Christ we distance ourselves 
from the destroyer.”8 The night struggle of prayer in solitude against manifestations of the Devil 
inside us, our passions, gives further symbolic emphasis to sunrise at Dawn. The collective reception 
of the “blood of Christ” is both public confirmation and declaration of True Faith, and a kind of 
circular personal catharsis: from the grandiose moments of the beginning and end of time and space 
in Genesis and the Apocalypse respectively, to the personal daily transformation cultivated in 
monasteries with night prayer and confession, followed by the reception of the Holy Communion at 
dawn in the church. This circular spiritual program aims to protect the monks who are thought to be 
particularly vulnerable to dangerous “thoughts” [“logismoi”, literary translated as “rationalities”] 
and Shadow creations of the Mind -such as the Porno Demon. 
                                                          
5 Strezova, Hesychasm and Art, 16. 
 
6 Artemi, De Medio Aevo,  https://dialnet.unirioja.es/servlet/articulo?codigo=7029512 [Accessed 12/6/2020]. 
 
7 St John Climacus The Ladder of Divine Ascent, Step 27 “On holy solitude of body and soul,” 111-112. 
 




As discussed in this journal previously,9 the rule of Avaton [“No Trespassing”] that prohibits all 
females from entering the peninsula manifests masculinity as independent from “passions”, 
referring to the emotional or lustful ties “females” represent in the form of personal attachment. In 
this context, the tricks of Satan are integral counter or Shadow parts in this wider process of 
naturalisation of divination, as they are needed for the continuous testing of the monks that would 
enable them to progress on the spiritual ladder of monastic life. In this context, prayer is an essential 
weapon against the Porno Demon, as well as, the monastic value of “filoponia” [to be a “friend of 
pain”], in terms of “confession, self-accusation, struggle against temptation, renunciation, spiritual 
combat” in a moral and esoteric struggle against the memory of flesh.10 In this context, Seidler 
added that in monasteries “sexuality is often defined in terms of desire rather than activity”.11 In the 
same collection of essays, Weeks argued that in “social purity organizations […] desire was a 
dangerous force which pre-existed the individual, wracking his feeble body with fantasies and 
distractions which threatened his individuality and sanity.”12 Seidler further identified sexuality with 
“animality” that must be controlled as the means of achieving self-knowledge: “Just as emotions and 
feelings are treated as mental phenomena, so are sexual desires […] The body is to be feared 
because it threatens to disturb and upset the kind of control so closely identified with masculinity.”13 
The “Porno Demon” is a mythologem expression of the counter-fulfilment of the logic carried by the 
original sin. It is only the thought of a naked woman that is a sin in itself, and the act of masturbation 
is only a symptom that reveals the selfishness behind the thought: “It is not the act, but only the 
thought of the act that is sinful in itself” [Vatopaidian priest-monk 12/402]. The power of the 
Demon lays in her deception, tempting and playing with one’s weakness, in other words, with those 
areas that the inflicted person was not prepared well enough and so has to be tested accordingly.  
For the monks, the deception of the simulacra and simulacrum is “evil” itself, a false world similar to 
an un-natural Matrix (like the famous blockbuster). Conversely, the simulation of Nature, that is, 
Satan’s greatest power lays in the belief that he does not exist. The emptiness of existence signifies a 
lack of faith. Conversely, without faith there is no meaning in being, no meaning to existence, 
because everything around us is false. In other words, the same material world looks differently 
depending on how one sees it. It is a matter of perception and awareness, which Athonite monks 
refer to the “ability to see through” [“diacritic/diacritiquotita. dioratikotita”]. This refers to the 
“subtlety of judgement” [“leptaisthisia tis crisis”], i.e. the critical ability that allows a monk to be able 
to see though his emotions, in order to distinguish the Truth from the lie, or the person who is real 
from a person who pretends to be someone else -as the Devil often does when he appears. 
Accordingly, prayer is the naturalized means to drag these forces out of its formless ambiguity and 
into the Light, in order to confront them on the margins between darkness and light, night and 
daytime respectively. 
Perception, therefore, is as dangerous as vital in being able to identify deception in the formless 
darkness of the Mind.14 The monks deem the person who lacks perception or diacrisis to be pitiful 
                                                          
9  Paganopoulos, “Being and Becoming a Monk on Mount Athos”, 66-87. 
 
10 Foucault, The History of Sexuality Volume II, 63. 
 
11 Seidler, “Reason, Desire, and Male Sexuality”, 92. 
 
12 Weeks, “Questions of Identity”, 36. 
 
13 Seidler, 91. 
 
14 Cain, “Medically Modified Eyes”, 491-511. In her article, Cain develops the experiential metaphor made by Clement 
between going through a cataract surgery in the Middle ages and receiving the Baptism as a means of acquiring safely this 
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and weak, but not fully responsible for his or her predicament because of lacking self-awareness. 
After all, only charismatic personas have the ability to see through material reality and uncover the 
real intention and motivation behind a deed or thought -in the ascetic tradition of St Augustine. 
Conversely, the person who has not had the opportunity to taste the charis [“grace”] of God cannot 
be accounted as fully responsible for his or her mistakes. By contrast, the person who had the 
blessing to taste the “natural” experience of divination, but still engages in “un-natural” 
[“paraphysin”] deeds, is truly evil, because he or she was given the privilege to know what is good, 
and yet, uses it in a hypocritical manner for his or her own benefit. This gap forms the paradox 
between “natural” and “moral” conceptions of “evil”, which in turn, raises ethical questions 
regarding what and who is “evil” in daily life. Conversely, it is also a Greek tragic irony of the one 
who believes he or she can see the Truth when actually is blind to it. This is the tragic moment of 
self-awakening and self-realization of King Oedipus, or the transcendental moment of self-
transformation of Saul to St Paul on his way from Jerusalem to Damascus: “And they that were with 
me saw indeed the Light, and were afraid, but they heard not the voice of Him that spoke to me” 
[Acts 22:9, King James version]. In Jungian terms, these moments of realization are moments of 
“individuation”, by which he referred to the moment one becomes an “an in-dividual, that is, a 
separate indivisible unity or ‘whole’” (Jung, CW Vol.9 Part I, 275 in Paganopoulos 2020, 83). 
 
Ethical Dilemma I  
Natural and Moral Evil  
For Jung, religion played a vital role in expressing these internal (“Self”) and external (“Shadow”) 
forces through archetypal and cosmological symbolism. He illustrated these two contrasting 
perceptions of who we think we are and should be, and who we deny we are, in the imago dei of 
Christ and its Shadow, the Antichrist. 15 “Christ” symbolizes the True Light and/or archetype of a Self 
that is “as good as perfect […] the perfect man who is crucified.”16 Vice versa, the Shadow of the 
“Antichrist” represents the symbolic and moral the antithesis to the dominant symbol of “Christ.” 
The Shadow of Christ symbolizes Christianity’s Dark counterpart, carrying all the human passions, 
“an emotional nature, a kind of autonomy, and accordingly an obsessive or, better, possessive 
quality,”17 from which a monk has to liberate himself in his ascendance to heaven. In this symbolic 
context, the imago Dei of the Crucifixion becomes the crucifixion of one’s ego of a Self that is yet 
formless in the darkness of the collective unconscious. Following the Bible in which “Christ cast off 
his shadow from himself,” Jung argued that “the Christian-symbol (of Christ) lacks wholeness in the 
modern psychological sense, since it does not include (“cast off”) the dark side of things but 
specifically excludes it in the form of a Luciferian opponent.”18 
In this archetypal context, Jung exclaimed that by “will of God”, he did not refer to the Christian God. 
For Jung, “God” is a Socratic daimonion, referring to “a determining power which comes upon man 
                                                          
“medical modified eyes that enable them to see and know God.” https://doi.org/10.1525/sla.2018.2.4.491 [Accessed 
12/6/2020]. 
 
15 Carl G. Jung, CW Vol.9 Part II, 31 and 37. 
 
16 Ibid., 69. 
 
17 Ibid., 8-11. 
 
18 Ibid., 41-45. 
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from outside”;19 a divine voice of consciousness (“intervention”).20 The rise of Christian asceticism in 
the Deserts of Palestine and Egypt from the 2nd century and its institutionalization into monastic life 
on Athos by the 10th century and onwards gradually changed the focus of ascetic practices from the 
Mind to the Body. Foucault for example develops the moralized evolution of the naked Olympian 
Body of antiquity to the ascetic hidden body of humility and self-control [“enkrateia”].21 The premise 
of a perfect divine world equally evolved from Plato’s Republic to St Augustine’s City of God. This 
historical evolution of focus replaced the Socratic “daimonion” of the intellect with the zealot 
struggle of the ascetic body against the temptations of the Devil in the Desert -in the archetypal 
story of Christ’s 40 days war against the Devil in the Judean Desert. As Neoplatonic philosophy 
gradually evolved to Christian theology, the use of the term from “daimonion” also morally evolved 
to that of “demon”. In this context, we could presume the evolution of the term “daimonion” by 
which Socrates referred to an external voice, the Intellect or “consciousness”, to the Christianized 
“demon” referring to the Intellect as the thought that can divide and thus question the Unconscious. 
Christianity forms from nothingness the formless and dark water of the unconscious in Jung’s terms 
into the complete Christianized dogma of “True Faith”, which is blind and unquestionable.22 
Although God’s imago dei may change over the centuries, His substance is eternal. By contrast, the 
Shadow, as theology teach us, has no real substance. In this context, “Christ” and “Antichrist” are 
“natural archetypal characters”, coexisting without having a specific form in Natural Darkness. Yet 
one is real, meaning “natural” [“physin”], while its opposite claim to nature is a false one, because it 
is un-natural [“paraphysin”] meaning not against nature, but fake and pretentious. 
This process of moralizing nature according to the separation of “natural” from “moral evil” is 
parallel to the Durkheimian moral lines that prioritize the collective good over individual self-interest 
[see Suicide 1898]. In other words, the “problem of evil” is a moralized problem of here and now, 
testing one’s faith and ethical conduct in daily life. As such, it is a useful mirror in cultivating the 
better self via self-reflection to find the way out of Plato’s Cave. Yet at the same time, this 
grounded interpretation of “evil” in terms of degrees of goodness and badness (in Aristotle or Kant 
for example), contradicts the metaphysical Shadow of “evil”, which as we have seen in the first 
ethnographic section above is confusingly both total and irrational, archetypal (Jung) and being 
formed as it emerges out of the darkness; the Shadow of our-selves. The concept of “evil” may not 
exist in God’s realm, but it is part of the human befallen nature and thus necessary in everyday life 
in reaching the state of divination by coming out of the Dark Sea of the unconscious in Jung’s 
terms. 
                                                          
 
19 Ibid., 27. 
 
20 “My good friend, when I have to cross a river suddenly a divine spirit comes to me, an omen that regularly visits me, 
which holds me from what I am about to do, and it seems to me that from the same place I hear a voice that does not let me 
move on until I purify myself -as if I hear a Divine intervention.” (Free translation, extract from The Apology of Socrates, 
Plato). 
 
21 Foucault, History of Sexuality Vol. II. 
 
22 As Strezova highlights that St Gregorius Palamas wrote against academic intellectualism. i.e. questioning God, and 
therefore, should be associated with the Devil who also questioned God which led to his fall. Palamas and the Hesychast 
monks believed that only through practice (prayer) and true faith one can taste the “energies” of God in nature and the 
human soul. The aim is not to dissolve the intellect or “nous”, but rather, to restore it against “the wanderings of 




Following the writings of Rudolf Otto,23 both Jung and Durkheim referred to the numinous qualities 
of the sacred, which they both understood to be a paradoxically external and autonomous force that 
affects the individual from the inside. The difference between Jung’s psychoanalysis and Durkheim’s 
sociology, however, is not simply in terms of their internal and external approaches to 
“consciousness”, respectively, the former focusing on the unconscious of the individual (from the 
internal archetype to society), while the latter on the consciousness of society (from external society 
to the individual). The wider difference between the two, comes beyond the limits of their 
respective disciplines, in terms of their natural and moral approaches to “religion” [from the verb 
religare, “to bind”]. Durkheim saw the institution of the “Church” in terms of “beliefs and practices 
which unite into one single moral community.”24In this Durkheimian context, the “Church” is integral 
in the formation of a Society. 
Unlike Durkheim, Jung’s approach to religion in terms of “natural” archetypes formed a critique of 
the institution of the “Church”, as his psychoanalysis focused on psychotherapeutic means to finding 
a way to liberate the Self from the Institutions that imprison it. In Jung, the Institution of the 
“Church” moralizes the natural struggle between what is thought to be Good and Evil. This conflict 
takes place inside the “ego” in the dialectic juxtaposition of “somatic” and “psychic” uncontrolled 
forces synthesized into psychosomatic experiences, which, in turn under particular historical and 
other circumstances can be seen either as psychosomatic neurosis and/or as metaphysical 
phenomena such as possession or exorcisms.25 In this context, Jung distinguishes between “Christ” 
as a “natural symbol”  from the historical figure of Jesus and the historically institutionalised 
“dogma” of the Church.26 By separating the history of Jesus from the archaic symbolism of the 
archetype of Christ, Jung argued that “the reality of evil was denied by the Church Fathers.”27 The 
dilemmas emerging out of the appropriations of the concept and uses of “evil” by the Church echo 
the earlier critique of “Natural Religion” made by David Hume (see ethical problem II below). But for 
now, before expanding “evil” onto the wider concept of “natural religion”, it is worth comparing 
how two rival monastic institutions conceptualize and use the fear of the Christian “Devil” in their 
respective everyday lives, in order to see the variety of practical ways in dealing with the paradox of 
metaphysical manifestations of “natural evil”, on the one hand, and the “moral” measuring of “evil” 
deeds by degree in daily life, on the other, within the circular program of the monasteries. 
 
Part II. Aesthetic Uses of the Natural Transition from Darkness to 
Light on Mount Athos 
 
From Dusk to Dawn 
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As discussed previously in this journal, the archetypal imago Dei of Christ is the blueprint for the 
daily program of the monks of Athos, “the first monk” as the Athonian monks often say to visitors.28 
The archetype of Christ defines monastic life as a kind of strive against the material desires and 
temptations of Body and Mind that takes place in this natural setting as the testing ground to 
cultivate their monastic personas through practices of faith performed within God’s natural 
“energies”. This process of naturalization of monastic life emerges in everyday life: the communities 
co-ordinate their daily program according to the sunset, which signifies the time for night prayer and 
spiritual self-cultivation, followed by the collective reception of the Holy Communion at sunrise that 
celebrates the Church, which marks the time for work and for the taking care of the material need of 
the community. In the winter, the monks spend more time inside their cells praying alone, or in the 
church praying collectively. In the spring time, when the days are warmer and longer, they naturally 
spend more time working in the fields for the coming winter. 
The circular annual program is scheduled according to two complementary annual calendars: a 
liturgical one based on the moon that is centralized on Easter Sunday, and an agrarian one divided in 
terms of winter and summer solstices/activities beginning in January. Each calendar combines two 
overlapping sets of activities (liturgical/agrarian) by co-ordinated to two hierarchical structures: “an 
informal spiritual hierarchy which exists parallel to other more institutionalised forms of rank” (Sarris 
2000, 8-9, and Paganopoulos 2009, 263-9). In the night, the monks work on their ‘spiritual exercises” 
(“askesis”) that aim to cultivate each one’s spiritual self as instructed by his ‘spiritual father” 
[“pneumatikos pateras”] during his confession. In the day, the community works collectively for the 
common good by offering their services to their elders [“deaconemata”] under the supervision of 
the “priest-monks” [“hieromonahos”]. As I wish to argue here, according to this double hierarchical 
system based on the relationship between Father and Son/ Deacon, in the nights the monks 
concentrate in fighting their inner demons during private and collective prayer (“natural” evil), while 
in the day they are more concentrated in cultivating their moral self (“moral” evil). In this manner, 
they dialectically combine both aspects of the Augustinian understanding of “evil” in terms of 
internal and external forces, nature and morality, respectively.  
By using practices of faith, such as night prayer and confession, which culminate with the reception 
of the Divine Eucharist at dawn, the communities keep their spiritual life directly associated with 
their material survival of their bodies linked to the body of the community as a whole. They do so, 
without an intellectual or other kind of personal effort, simply by duly following the natural 
transition from night to day, winter to summer, as they move from the church to the fields and back 
to the church, and from the self to the community and back to the self (cell). In this circular 
(naturalized) timetable, the actual physically aesthetic transition from Darkness to Light, as it talks 
place from dusk to dawn, gains a metaphoric and symbolic significance. The monks, co-ordinate their 
movements in the monastic spaces according to light and darkness: the monastic “day” begins at 
sunset when they isolate themselves in their cells to pray. At midnight, they gather in the church to 
begin the Matins and continue with the Divine Liturgy that culminates with the reception of the Holy 
Communion. As in a daily rite of passage, at sunrise they then exit the church into the light, that is 
into their working day during which they have to take care their responsibilities according to the 
material needs of their community as a whole.  
 
                                                          




In the night we are visited by demons, passions that torture the human soul. That is why we 
pray alone in our sells and in the church: first to protect ourselves from such attacks, second 
to resist to the temptations of the mind, and through confession and the Holy Communion 
to cleanse ourselves for the next day. At dawn we are resurrected with Jesus to begin the 
day’s work.” [Priest-monk, Vatopaidi 24/4/03]. 
 
The symbolism of the transition from Darkness to Light further enhances the wider cathartic 
character of practices of faith. The natural circulation from night to day to night is at the heart of 
monastic life, metaphorically associated with the transition from winter to summer, darkness to 
light, private and collective spaces, private and collective working tasks, the taking care of the 
spiritual self to the taking care of the material community, and so on. In this context, darkness is not 
evil, because it is an aesthetic and physical quality of our natural world. As in St Augustine, Carl Jung, 
or Leibniz, Darkness is the complementary opposite to Light and the two cannot but co-exist for the 
one affirms the other, and vice versa. Furthermore, Darkness is a natural force useful in order to see 
the Light in a cathartic way, which forms the basis of Christian rituals (catharsis). It is God’s force, 
useful to keep the balance between God’s natural order and the Human’s moral order. In this 
context, Darkness is an emerging testing ground that can be manipulated against the Devil’s tricks -
as long as someone is aware of the Devil’s tricks in the first place. The earthiness of “evil”, along with 
its performative quality as the “un-natural” [para-physin] grotesque spectacle as it emerges in and 
from everyday life, do not make it a threatening force for those of good faith. Rather, the Devil is 
only a danger to the” confused”, as the monks of Mount Athos call those who lack faith that 
inevitably exposes them to the Devil’s tricks according to this logic. 
 
Evil in the Community 
Vatopaidi 
The Divine Liturgy is a long ordeal that keeps the senses of the monks awake and culminates with 
the reception of the Eucharis at dawn. During this time of collective praying in darkness by 
themselves, they have to fight tiredness. A priest-monk of the monastery of Vatopaidi exclaimed that 
lighted candles helped them “to keep the path [to the Light] clear from the darkness” [personal 
communication with priest-monk 9/10/02]. “Light” has symbolic significance as it refers to the divine 
light Moses witnessed on Mount Tabor. The monks interpret the Divine Liturgy in terms of the 
surrounding “darkness that will be defeated by the coming Light, the Light of Jesus””. This 
apocalyptic narrative is repeated every day during the transition from night time to daytime. During 
the Matins that take place after midnight, the monks hold confessions in small chapels attached to 
the main church. In Vatopaidi, for example, the priest-monks who were not on duty received the 
confessions of visitors in the chapel St Nikolaos, at the right side of the exonarthex. It is lit by a single 
candle and filled with smoke of burning incense. The flickering light made the mosaic of Saint Nicolas 
at the back of the small room, moving in the shadows, seemingly staring at those who enter the 
space. At other times, it seemed as if he disappeared in the flickering darkness. Suddenly, the figure 
of the priest-monk came out of the dark corner opposite me. He had been sitting there all along, 
checking on me while I was waiting in the room. I felt nervous. The priest-monk recited a prayer, and 
put his hand on my head and we both kneeled. Then we sat on the two stalls confronting each other 
in the darkness to begin my confession [Notes from Vatopaidi 9/10/02]. I sat there thinking, “The 
people who sat in darkness saw a great light” [Isaiah 9:2 and Matthew 4:16]. 
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The self-reflective process of confession contextualizes actions according to degrees of “badness”, 
which differ from monastery to monastery, revealing the heterogeneity in the understanding and 
fighting “evil”. For instance, the monastery of Vatopaidi the restoration of natural order is a private 
matter of the self in relation to the community. Similar to prayer, the practice is based on self-
examination offering a means to “know thyself”“ through a cleansing process of ‘self-search” 
[“automempsia”], in order “to see inside the self” [“endoscopic”] and “remember even the sins he 
committed even when he was a baby” to achieve “true repentance” (“eilikrinis metanoia”): “The aim 
of confession is to restore the mind back to its original base, from which it was disconnected 
because of the passions of the heart, in the same way Adam and Eve fell from Grace. If the mind 
stands steadily on its base, and if it makes the right use of concepts, then the person is able to make 
the right use of things. If the mind is not stable, then it becomes excessive and abuses things, and 
that is the beginning of Falling from the natural state of Grace” [priest-monk 1/10/02]. According to 
article 24 of the Vatopaidian Internal Regulations, incidences of disorder are divided into small 
offences and criminal activity. The first are more common, and they are cleansed by: a) “a number of 
repentances and prayer with the rosary (private canon) b) collective prayer with rosary while eating 
at the refectory c) fasting.” If the abbot finds it necessary, he may forbid the monk to participate in 
the Holy Communion for a period of time, until he is cleansed through frequent confession. If the 
sinner is a priest or a priest-deacon, he is forbidden to participate in any liturgies until redeemed; if 
he is an elder of the gerontia (“Council of elders”), he is forbidden to participate in the council’s 
meetings for three months. Legal offences can result to the expulsion of the monk in another 
monastery, or even outside Athos. 
More serious offences include theft, conspiracy, or physically attacking another brother: “even 
monks break the law, some steal things. If the sin is a serious one against the law, then we have to 
call the police to deal with it” [secretary of monastery 5/5/03]. During the confessions the priest-
monk uses olive oil to cleanse the sinner from his sins further reveal the connection between the 
Athonian landscape and practices of faith. In Greek, “ladi” means “oil” and “elaios” means “mercy”, 
which is the root of the Russian St Panteleimon, known for his healing miracles. On the day of his 
celebration that took place on the Sunday morning of July 10 in Vatopaidi, after a long night vigil, the 
abbot gave a public speech in the refectory, in which he compared communal life to a “living 
organism”, which is similar to the olive tree itself: “it needs hard work, prayer, attention, obedience 
to produce the fruit. Then we pick it up and crash it, just like Jesus crashed Himself for our sins.” In 
this manner, the Vatopaidians connect the private matter of confession directly to preserving the 
social and moral (“natural”) order of the Monastery via practices of faith such as confession which 
restore the spiritual order of each monk. 
Esfigmenou 
Five kilometres north to Vatopaidi is the monastery of Esfigmenou, the “last tower of zealots” as its 
guests often say to each other. As we approached the monastery’s harbour with the boat, we could 
see from a distance its infamous black flag with the white skull hanging from its tower and calling for 
“Orthodoxy on Death”. The name of the monastery derives from its geographic location, as it is 
“stuck” [“esfigmeno”] in between two hills. For others, the name allegedly refers to the first zealot 
monk that came to this area before the monastery was built somewhere in the 4th century, and who 
as a practice used to tie his body with the rope in order to suffer more when praying. The monk who 
told me the story also highlighted the obligation to pray every night, “just like the fishermen struggle 
every night to catch the fish with their nets and their lamps that make light” [8/5/03]. Nevertheless, 
the interpretations and uses of the natural transition from darkness to light as a catharsis in 
Esfigmenou carries a very different symbolic meaning to Vatopaidi, in terms of the connection each 
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monastery makes to the sacred landscape as a place of desolation. One older monk in the monastery 
of Esfigmenou described to me how every night “little devils” tried to shut his eyelids and make him 
fall asleep, but “with the power of the prayer”, he managed to stay “vigilant”: 
 
“(During the night liturgies) we keep the light of the candles to minimum, because darkness 
protects us from Evil [“kako”, “the bad thing”]. In the church, you struggle against demons; 
your face changes expressions really fast, because of your agonies. It takes strange poses, as 
the muscles move out of control. Tiredness does not come from attending the church, but 
from our struggle to kick the demons out from inside us. Do you know what the Devil does 
to me every night [during the liturgy]? He sends small devils into my eyelids and tries to 
close my eyes and make me fall asleep to stop me from praying. This struggle is so hard, that 
when your friends see your face under the light like this, they will laugh at you and their 
laugh would be transmitted to the rest of the church, and the devil would have taken the 
whole church. That’s why we need to pray in the dark; in order to hide the marks of our 
struggle.” [elder of Esfigmenou 6/5/2003]. 
 
In the above exclamation, the monk’s physical fight against the “little demon” of tiredness reveals 
the physical understanding of the strive of monastic life for the monks of Esfigmenou (as opposed 
for example to Vatopaidi, where monastic life is defined as “spiritual” [“pneumatique zoe”]). 
Furthermore, while the Vatopaidians focus on private exercises with prayer in the cell I the evenings, 
the New Zealots rather make praying a public spectacle. Accordingly, the symbolism of darkness was 
very different from Vatopaidi where it was associated with the inside self of each monk through 
liminal practices of faith. In Esfigmenou, the low lights of the candles are used to “protect” the 
monks from looking at each other’s faces during their strive. Their effort to remain focus and fight 
tiredness may cause strange facial grimaces, which in turn, could transmit devilish laughter to the 
congregation, thus, bringing social disorder by interrupting the liturgy. In other words, unlike 
Vatopaidi’s emphasis on spirituality and self-responsibility, the “evil” in Esfigmenou is conceived in 
physical terms as a matter of inflection and contagiousness that can spread like a disease. 
The new zealots of Esfigmenou do not believe in ideas of “spirituality” [“pneumatikotita”] as in 
Vatopaidi, because they think that they were imported from the “Papic Church”. This includes the 
practices of frequent confession and Holy Communion, “steadily polluting the purity of our sacred 
tradition” [personal communication with Esfigmenou’s guest-master 29/1/03 and 11/12/02]. 
According to their semi-hermetic way of life, the New Zealots only confess once a year on Christmas 
Day, unless for a serious crime. They only received the Holy Communion once a week, every Sunday. 
There were at least 17 ethnic groups sharing the monastery’s premises and its own ideology during 
the time of my fieldwork. In practice, because of language issues, each group was closer to the 
priest-monk with whom they could speak in their native language than to the abbot. Accordingly, 
the Divine Liturgy in the chapels on days of abstinence took place in four languages, Greek, Serbian, 
Romanian, and Russian. But the lack of order in the refectory also opened up a free space for 
personal improvised expressions of faith, such as public self-exorcism and self-punishment. One 
December morning, an old monk began whipping his back with a heavy wet rope while shouting the 
Jesus Prayer, changing the words of the second part of the prayer “for I have sinned”, to the more 
specific “for I am a thief”. The brotherhood continued indifferently eating. Later that week, it 
became a public discussion that the old monk was greedy, because he had stolen a piece of bread 
from the kitchen on a fasting Friday, the most important of the fasting days of the week. 
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Already in my first week in the monastery, I was feeling uncomfortable in the guesthouse, because 
of the wind coming through the broken windows, the scratching sound of rats, and worst of all, the 
tearful sound of gasping, accompanied by screams, which was coming from the dark corridor, always 
just before midnight. Fellow guests said that there were two demonized monks, who often before 
the Midnight Office, were taken by demons and struggled using the Jesus Prayer to fight them. This 
public form of self-exorcism continued in the church with the Divine Liturgy as their screams often 
interrupted the night liturgies. A number of monks, and sometimes a few visitors too, fell from their 
stalls on the floor, some on their knees, others collapsing, gasping for breath, spitting while 
whispering through gutted gasps “God forgive me” and “Christ help me”, before screaming in pain as 
if they were having an epileptic fit. Their brothers tried to revive them by reciting the Jesus Prayer 
loudly over their frenzied bodies, holding them down, or helping them to stand back on their feet. 
The following morning, I saw the demonised monks acting normally, as if nothing had happened the 
previous night. In time, I realized that this behaviour was quite common, as the liturgies were often 
interrupted by demonised monks, but for a first-comer this was an unbelievably frightening 
experience. 
Over time, I learned that there were two kinds of demons: those who stand for a long period, and 
those who arrive suddenly during the liturgy. The first ones affect the entire life of the inflicted 
monk, while the latter, only his public performance during the liturgy. I learned that Esfigmenou had 
three permanently demonized monks: one was the Greek older monk who was punished for his 
greed as food was discovered in his cell. The other two were a Russian monk who was stealing food, 
and a Greek monk with a much more serious sin, as according to gossip he had tried twice to kill the 
former Abbot with a knife. Despite the attacks, the abbot never called the police, but “father and 
son struggled together with the devil for five long years, until the ‘evil’ inside the monk was fully 
kicked (out of his body)” [personal communication with visitor 20/1/03]. This process of public 
exorcism is a form of therapy as “social experience”: “Possession is as much an aesthetic […] as it is 
therapy” though participation in the collective.29 In this context, Kapferer for example extensively 
discussed exorcisms in Buddhist Temples in Sri Lanka as “social experiences” through which illness 
was diagnosed not only in terms of spirits that tortured the patient, “but also upon other human 
beings who act in the immediate environment of the patient.”30 Self-exorcisms, and the torture the 
permanently demonized monks publicly go through, are a common discussion between monks and 
visitors. They become living emblems of the “true faith” of this particular monastery: “The devil lives 
here, because we are the only true monks. Why would he go to Vatopaidi where he knows that 
those monks are already taken? That is why he appears here, because here is the real struggle” 
[guest-master of Esfigmenou, 7/12/02]. 
The monastery’s patron saint is the young martyr St Agathaggelos Ayonnitis (celebrated on April 19), 
a seventeen-year-old novice executed in 1819 by the Ottoman army along with St Timotheos. They 
both resisted torture by “refusing to betray the name of Jesus” [personal communication with monk 
16/12/03]. St Agathaggelos’s icon has a prominent position in the nave of the church next to the 
icons of Mary and Christ. The monks also keep the hand and head of the saint in the sanctuary. 
According to the sacristan of the monastery the saint’s holy relics “haven’t stopped smelling of 
flowers over the years” [5/1/03]. The symbolism of the martyr’s mutilated body becomes even 
stronger when paralleled to Christ’s sacrifice to save the world. St Agathaggelos imitated Christ by 
sacrificing himself for his faith, and in turn, the monks have to imitate his example by resisting to 
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external forces to protect their true faith. In a speech at the refectory, following the embargo 
imposed on the monastery by the Athonian Holy Committee in February 2003 due to the 
brotherhood’s political involvement in cosmopolitan matters and extremist ideology (see below), the 
Abbot of the monastery identified true faith as the ideal martyrdom: “How many things did the holy 
martyrs suffer in order to keep the name of Christian? […] Nearly sixteen million known martyrs 
were killed for Christ’s love” [Abbot’s speech in refectory 15/2/03]. In this context, the monastic 
“love” is not a matter of economy and obedience as in Vatopaidi, but of actual martyrdom. Here, 
“true faith” is not a matter of order and apatheia, but a passionate struggle against the “world”. 
 
Ethical Dilemma II 
Natural Evil and Dogma 
In this special issue, Macallan highlights the “metaphysical assumptions” regarding the omnipotent 
presence of the Divine, as they were identified in David Hume’s question on suffering and the 
“problem of evil” in relation to the question of free will and soul-making theodicy (Macallan 2020).31 
Following the Enlightenment and the rise of science in Europe,32 a number of critical thinkers from 
across the world made the effort to revise and/or reinvent the connection of Nature to God. Their 
empirical new perspective deeply undermined dogmatic Christianity and the oppressive institutions 
of the Church. One of these thinkers was David Hume. In 1745, he had applied for the chair of Ethics 
and Pneumatical Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh, but was promptly rejected by the 
University’s principal, who accused him of “atheism, heresy, and scepticism.”33 The accusations 
echoed Hume’s characterization as a moral atheist both in his writings and in his life. Growing up in 
the strict Presbyterian environment of 18th century Scotland and educated in the popular Calvinist 
Creed, the adolescent Hume had “an accurate philosophical turn” away from the Christian Church, 
towards polytheism, druidism, and paganism.34 
In his essay “On Superstition and Enthusiasm” [1741] (1994: 46-50),35 Hume was critical of the 
institutions of “false religion” and their “enthusiasts” (a characterization he adopted from John 
Locke and Immanuel Kant), on the one hand, by associating superstition with the fear and anxiety of 
nature which can lead to the unquestionable submission to the authority of priesthood, and on the 
other, associating enthusiasm with the uncontrolled emotional positivism which can lead to 
fanaticism and religious violence. In this context, Hume saw no relation of reason and/or morality to 
religion, as in his view popular religion, such as Christianity, was based on “vulgar votaries, a species 
of daemonism”, encouraging “vulgar superstitions.”36 Furthermore, he was convinced that 
monotheist religions were in essence totalitarian institutions that promised an after-life, among 
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other doctrines, “play some whimsies of monkies in human shape”.37 For Hume, “evil” was the 
institution of the Church itself, which appropriates the natural qualities of God into ideologically 
institutionalized and moralized oppressive forces whilst separating the natural connection 
[“energies”] of the human being to God. 
In his essay “Of Miracles” for example, Hume defined “belief” both as psychological and social 
naturalized and moralized instincts. He saw miracles as violations of the true natural order of the 
cosmos, and therefore, their un-natural intervention as false. For him, credibility is only based on 
social acceptance by a group of people, rather than any natural laws. If then miracles are socially 
moralized “facts” (as in Durkheimian sociology of the “sacred”), then their value is questionable, i.e. 
a matter of perspective, a way of looking at this world. For Hume then, the institutionalization of 
natural perception (the sense of seeing) is historically as deceitful as miracles are, believed only by 
“ignorant and barbarous nations.”38 The ethical dilemma he raises asks if belief is a natural instinct 
by itself, and whether the instinct is psycho-social in its nature, or whether “society” and/or morality 
in a Durkheimian sense are themselves false delusions -like miracles and the religious institutions 
that support their “sacred” unifying force. 
For Jung and Hume (as also in both Kant and Nietzsche) the worst degree of evil is pretentiousness 
and hypocrisy, i.e. the person who uses morality to serve his/her own self-interest -what I have been 
call moralized ethics which carry a certain bureaucratic banality about them (Hannah Arendt’s 
concept of the “banality of evil”).  Moral approaches to evil in terms of degrees of self-responsibility 
therefore contradict its conception of the total, formless, “natural”, Dark, eternal, force. The second 
ethical dilemma therefore, emerges from the comparison of conceptions and uses of darkness in the 
two monastic microcosms above. It questions the “natural” conception of Total Evil (the Christian 
“Devil” or Satan) by showing how morality is in fact naturalized. Vice versa, nature becomes 
moralized in respect to counter (“Shadow”) conceptions of “evil” within specific social systems 
(internal logic that runs through everyday life of monasteries) in a dialectical relation to specific 
conceptions of a “nature” against an “un-natural world” outside there. The latter, takes the place of 
“evil in the world” by threatening to penetrate and distort the “sacred tradition” [“iera paradoseis”] 
of Athos from the inside -in the same way the Porno Demon was banging on Paisios’s Door in the 
opening story above. 
 
Part III. Evil in the World 
The Rise of Political Zealotism in Esfigmenou 
Christian Zealotism refers to the ambiguous political “movement” possibly behind the first social 
revolt in Europe, which took place in the city of Thessaloniki around 1340 and 1352.39 The 20th 
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century saw the revival of a New Zealot movement, who followed the dogmas of a “True Orthodox 
Church.” This was an early 20th century subgroup of ultra-Orthodox Christians that emerged as an 
ideological counter-reaction to the international effort to unify all Christian denominations under 
the international reconciliatory project of Ecumenism. Sidiropoulos distinguishes two periods in the 
modern history of contemporary Zealotism. The first period begins in 1923-4 with the reaction of the 
majority of Athonian monks to the decision of Patriarch Melitios IV to adopt the “new”, or “papal”, 
Gregorian calendar as they called it. The monks associated the issue of the calendar with 
Ecumenism, referring to the international effort to reproach, and possibly unify, so-called types of 
“Eastern” and “Western” Christianities in the 20th century.40 The second period of New Zealotism 
begins in 1965 with the politicization of the Old Calendarist Church into a sect, whose network 
expanded from the “Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia” (ROCOR) in Boston, US to the New 
Zealots of Esfigmenou on Athos. The then Patriarch Athenagoras had agreed to lift the anathemas 
(“curses”) against the Pope, as part of the greater project of Ecumenism. This reconciliatory move 
reinforced various New Zealot Family subgroups to be reunited against the Patriarchate.41 
Following the general upheaval, on November 13 1971, the Holy Committee of Athos decided to 
leave the decision of which calendar to follow to each monastery’s discretion, respecting their 
constitutional autonomy. Nevertheless, it was particularly amongst the monks of Esfigmenou and 
their followers who believed in a “world conspiracy” between the Pope and “traitor elders of the 
other monasteries” to “Roman-Catholize” the Orthodox tradition “under the veil of spirituality” 
[personal communication with Abbot Methodius of Esfigmenou, 16/1/2003]. The New Zealots 
further claim that the elders of the other monasteries and the Holy Committee deceive the 
youngsters by asking them to be obedient to “traitor” elders as part of their training, without 
questioning. “They [sic] tell the younger monks to be obedient so not to question anything, but only 
follow their orders. But they deceive them [in this manner]. Their elders are Masons who work with 
the arch-Satan Pope aiming to destroy our sacred tradition. Didn’t you hear that they want to get rid 
of the Avaton?  They want to make Athos a hotel for families to come in and have their summer 
holidays like the rest of Chalkidiki” [personal communication with Abbot Methodius, 16/1/03]. Here 
then, we see a completely different interpretation of the value of obedience. While for the strict 
monks of Vatopaidi, it is the milestone of coenobitic way of life, for the New Zealots of Esfigmenou 
obedience is a means of deception, the greatest “evil” of all, pointing to those elders of the other 
monasteries whose hypocritical and deceiving agenda aims to distort and pollute the “sacred 
tradition” of Athos from the inside. 
In 1973, Esfigmenou raised its infamous black banner calling for “ORTHODOXY OR DEATH.” It still 
hangs from its highest tower, like a loose black tongue flapping against the wind. Because of the 
New Zealots persistent political activism, the Holy Committee issued three evictions against them: in 
1974, 1979, and more recently in February 2003. The Elders of the other monasteries and the Greek 
government call the zealots of Esfigmenou “occupiers” and “fundamentalists”, who, despite their 
claims, have a “cosmopolitan ideology” that devilishly divides Athos from inside. On February 5 
2003, at the time I was staying in the monastery, the Holy Committee ordered the zealots to present 
themselves in groups to the authorities [Eviction Note issued by the Holy Committee, February 5 
                                                          
40 Sidiropoulos, References to Anthropogeography, 173; and in Taft, Orthodox Constructions of the West, 23-44; 
Demacopoulos, Journal of Religion, 482-489; and Holy Orthodox Church in North America, The Struggle against 
Ecumenism; Moss, Thirty Years of Trial; Archbishop Gregory, The Matthewites; Anonymous Esfigmenou, Chronology of 
the Dispute; among other formal and informal online sources. 
 
41 Speake, Renewal in Paradise, 146; Demacopoulos, Journal of Religion, 483-4; and Moss, Thirty Years of Trial, 3-59. 
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2003].42 Following the refusal of the zealots to appear in front of the Holy Committee, the 
authorities began with their plans to replace the current brotherhood with another milder 
brotherhood in a different location. This move increased the international reputation of Esfigmenou 
amongst Orthodox pilgrims as the “last tower of zealots” -a vocation which Old Calendarist and 
other global informal networks amplify via social media. The brotherhood’s status is still ambiguous, 
as while the embargo against them has never been lifted, they remain one of the strongest groups of 
monks on Athos. Ironically, the more they get persecuted, the bigger their reputation for self-
martyrdom and vocation of their monastery becomes. Even more so, when this amplification takes 
place thanks to the same technological tools that they ideologically reject as carrying the Number of 
the Beast 6-6-6 on their barcodes, but still use to spread this and other conspiracies about the 
Second Coming. 
 
Contact as Contagiousness 
 
“At the monastery of Meghisti Lavra there were two monks who dared to pray with the 
representative of Pope on Athos, and the greatest enemy to our pure tradition, John Vekkos. 
The moment they started praying (with the representatives of the Pope) the two monks fell 
on the floor and died. Because their bodies were full of pollution for their misdeeds, they 
never disintegrated but became like mummies. Their hair and nails kept growing, and 
although they looked dead it was as if their souls were imprisoned in the mummified flesh as 
God’s eternal punishment. After this happened the other monks kept the dead bodies as 
evidence of God’s True Will.  But even then, when pilgrims glanced at the two mummies for 
a second, they got heart attack and they also dropped dead frozen. So, the monks of 
Meghisti Lavra threw them cursed bodies off a cliff on the rocks. But the sea washed the 
bodies ashore, only to be miraculously found centuries later by a French professor and one 
of his curious students. They came to Athos to find the cursed corpses against the strict 
advice of the Abbot of Meghisti Lavra, who had warned them to leave the bodies ashore. 
After climbing down the cliff, they found them there, mummified, without a sign of decay, 
with their long white hair coming out of their rotten cassocks, their nails turned inwards two 
to four centimetres-long, and their eyes wide open. The student was frightened asking his 
master to leave, but the Frenchman was curious and wanted to touch the corpses to see if 
they were soft. “Don’t put your hand on God’s wrath!” the student shouted at the professor, 
but he didn’t listen to him. The moment he touched the corpses he also fell dead. The 
student was lucky to be alive to witness the power of God and tell us what happened. After 
that, a few brothers of Esfigmenou went to the cliff and buried the corpses in a cave under 
                                                          
42 In the public announcement regarding the 2003 eviction of the brotherhood of Esfigmenou, the Holy Committee of Athos 
wrote: “For thirty years the so-called zealots not only reject the politics of the central authority of the Ecumenical Patriarch, 
and not only have stopped to pray for the Patriarch Bartholomew during the liturgies. They have also absolutely cut all 
communication with the central religious body and administrative authority of the Athonian society. They have willingly cut 
themselves off all Orthodox Churches in order to join the so-called “Authentic Orthodox Christian” group, and only give 
Holy Communion to members of the Old Calendarist Church. Furthermore, in recent years they made a systematic effort to 
legalize their illegal and anti-constitutional status inside the Athonian society, something very dangerous for the Athonian 
establishment as a whole. Therefore, Mount Athos is obliged to defend its established status in order to survive” [Update 
issued by the Holy Committee informing pilgrims about the present situation with the monastery of Esfigmenou (28/1/2003) 




cement so that nobody in the future can be hurt by the eternal wickedness of the two false 
monks” (Sacristan, Esfigmenou, January 2004). 
 
This story from Esfigmenou takes us back to the 1930s, following the worldwide adoption of the 
Gregorian calendar in place of the “old” Julian calendar. The story describes how a French professor 
And his disciple found the mummified bodies of two monks of the monastery of Meghisti Lavra, who 
had “dared to pray” with John Vekkos [1275-1282] a “Latinophron” Patriarch [meaning “the person 
with a Latin way of thinking” and/or a “friend of the Latins”]. The monks use this story as an example 
to show the material proof of the contagiousness of “natural evil” by pointing to the un-natural 
death for those who dared to transgress the Orthodox dogma. Vice versa, the unnatural death of the 
mummified bodies stood as material evidence of God’s existence. Furthermore, in the story the 
moment the French Professor who found the bodies touched them he also fell dead instantly. This 
further exposes the anxiety of contagiousness or coming in contact with what we consider the 
“Other”. Vice versa, the paradoxically “unnatural” nature of instant death proves the omnipotent 
presence of God in Nature.  Conversely, the zealots believe that “when a righteous monk dies, his 
body does not freeze but remains flexible until his burial.” In so far as monastic life is a passage to 
Paradise, death is a natural cleansing process, as the monks associate the clean white bones of the 
skeleton with the purification from the sinful flesh symbolizing the material past of the departed 
individual who is finally free from passions. But after three years burial and the exhumation of the 
body, if the dead body has not disintegrated properly and there is still flesh attached to it, or any 
other manifestation of life such as nail or hair growing, the monks interpret this as “unnatural” 
[“paraphysin”] death. 
Such grotesque stories are rich in accessible political symbolism: through their interpretation of the 
past, the political values of contemporary Zealotism are highlighted. The sudden unexplained death 
and (even more creepy) after-death, confirm that it is against the “nature” of an Orthodox monk to 
communicate with the Pope’s representatives, who is thought to be “the representative of Satan on 
Earth”. According to the monks, for seven centuries the two mummies of the deceased have been 
abandoned in the cave that the monks shielded so nobody can come in contact with them ever 
again. Trapped in the cave between body and soul, material and immaterial worlds, hell and 
Paradise, in limbo in other words, waiting to be judged by God. In this way, the story illustrates how 
a “polluted” body remain polluted for an eternity by incorporating how the Devil takes form on the 
mummified bodies that accepted the “Latin” values and Gregorian calendar whilst abandoning “true 
faith.” As in classic anthropology of witchcraft, or in the description above of the usefulness of 
darkness to hide the physical struggle of the monks during the night liturgies that could transmit 
contagious laughter in the whole congregation, “evil” here is an ideologically naturalized and 
moralized matter of “contagiousness”.43 
In August 2004, despite the monastery being closed due to an embargo imposed by the authorities 
to the brotherhood in February 2003 , more than 200 secular Old Calendarist followers jumped over 
the fence and walked for about 10 kilometres sneaking in the night into Esfigmenou without the 
                                                          
43 See James G. Frazer on “Contagious” and “Imitative Magic” in the classic The Golden Bough; Analysis on naturalization 
of moral order in Mary Douglas’s Purity and Pollution. See also Edward Tylor’s classic study of animism, in which he 
defines “fetishism” in relation to material objects, as “the doctrine of spirits embodied in, or attached to, or conveying 
influence through, certain material objects [1871, 2:132]. The term “fetishization” derives from the Marxist terminology on 
“commodity fetishism”: “For him [Marx] such fetishization resulted from the curious effect of the market on human life and 
imagination, an effect which displaced contact between people onto that between commodities, thereby intensifying to the 




police seeing them to celebrate the “Dormition (‘sleep’) of Mary” on August 15. Three days after the 
night vigil, the elder beekeeper of the monastery, reported a miracle to the monastery’s 
international magazine Boanerges. He claimed he had placed below the hives an image of Mary with 
little Jesus on the one side, and an image of St Nektarios, the protector of hives on the other side, in 
order to increase the production of honey. Both images were painted by elder Euthymios, a famous 
zealot who had died four years earlier in 1999. Gradually, the passing of time covered the images in 
wax. The beekeeper reported that miraculously the bees had eaten away the wax that was covering 
the pictures, leaving in the centre of each side of the tableau the images of Mary and St Nektarios. 
The images were crystal clear, as if the bees had eaten the wax carefully. The monks then decided to 
test the miracle by placing a picture of the Patriarch Bartholomew kissing the Pope in one of their 
public meetings, and see what the bees would do to the picture. Indeed, the monastery’s magazine 
reported that the bees had eaten the picture of the Pope itself (Boanerges 16 2004, 14). In the same 
year, the “natural” miracle was circulated all around the Orthodox world through the internet as 
proof of god’s wrath against the traitors who have adopted the “new” Gregorian calendar. For the 
Esfigmenites, the adoption of the Gregorian calendar for some celebrations and the Julian calendar 
for others, as well as, the division of day and labour according to worldly and liturgical hours, as they 
take place in Vatopaidi, are “signs of the end of time.” [Fieldwork notes, Esfigmenou, August 2004]. 
Against the rules of the Holy Committee, the monks of Esfigmenou convert seculars to the Old 
Calendarist Church, by making them to read the Oath, or martyria [meaning both “witness”, and 
“sacrifice”]. The Oath calls for the members not to receive the Holy Communion in the same church 
with the “akoinonitous” [“antisocial”] because of the latter acceptance of the “new” Gregorian 
calendar: “It is un-natural and a perversion to pray with the Antichrist Pope, who is the Anti-Social, 
[akoinonitos]” [Esfigmenou December 2002], meaning morally polluted: “Those who take 
communion [socialize] with the antisocial [“a-koinonito”] become anti-social themselves 
[“akoinonitoi esti”] [Esfigmenou, January 2003]. In this context, my translation of the word 
“akoinonitos” as “anti-social” does not refer to the ontological opening definition of “monahos” -as 
in the story of Paisios above, or to the naturalized communal life of Vatopaidi in which “evil” is 
broken down and controlled by degree, but to the “evil nature” of Ecumenism.  Here then, the 
monks of Esfigmenou contextualize “evil” as a social fact (as in Durkheim, Kapferer, et al.) spreading 
its ideology like a virus in terms of contact and “contagiousness”, purity and pollution, respectively 
(as in Frazer, Douglas, Taussig et al.).  
In darkness the fear of god grows, as the night liturgies were a place for struggle; but darkness was 
also offering protection, both from uncontrollable cosmopolitan forces outside the monastery, as 
well as, from the demons hiding inside Athos. In this manner, the New Zealots of Esfigmenou 
naturalize the globalized ideology of the Old Calendarist Church by enlarging it within the context of 
global Christianity via social and other online media.44 Following their persecutory complex, the 
more the New Zealots get persecuted by the local and Orthodox authorities, the more they prove 
that their image of the “Antichrist” is indeed “the Pope” [sic] and that they already live the End of 
Times. The fear of contagiousness as a paradoxical social relation not only reveals the 
                                                          
44 See the monastery’s official website at https://www.esphigmenou.gr/ [Last Visit 02/12/2018]; see also monastery’s 
Facebook account at https://www.facebook.com/esphigmenou.athos [Last Visit 02/12/2018]; see also monastery’s YouTube 
Channel at https://www.youtube.com/EsphigmenougrAthos [Last Visit 02/12/2018]; see also monastery’s Twitter account at 
https://twitter.com/esphigmenouatho [Last Visit 02/12/2018]; see also blogging account http://neolaia-
esfigmenou.blogspot.com/2010/04/blog-post_3137.html [last visit 8/6/2020]; see also the Russian version of the magazine 
Boanerges at https://voanerges.rs/ ; see also other websites such as https://www.trueorthodoxy.org in reference to the case of 
the “occupying” monks of Esfigmenou [Last Visit 02/12/2018]; see also TV programs about Esfigmenou such as 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXP9VkcRHCE&t=24s [MEGA Channel 12/11/2011, Last Visit 02/12/2018] and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MV1lj_tMX88 [ALPHA Channel 21/3/2017, Last Visit 02/12/2018], among other sites. 
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interdependence between the internal regimes (zealot attitude to monasticism) and external 
vocations of the monastery (politics of Old Calendarist Church), but also, the reinvention of “evil” as 
a concept emerging out of a biotechnologically enlarged world society; the Apocalypse. In this way, 
the monks of this particular monastery historically politicize the zealot attitude to monastic life 
within the Old Calendarist puritan ideology. For the monks of Esfigmenou, the younger monks of the 
other monasteries are “confused”, i.e. victims of deception. This condition leaves them open to be 
exploited by the globalized world. For the “Devil” of Esfigmenou is the fear of contagiousness itself, 
from explaining the low light during the night liturgies that protect the monks from transmitting 
laughter or other passions to each other while praying, to the enlarged politicized picture of the Old 
Calendarist Church that dismisses all contact with the ideologically Other. In all these both 
microcosmic and cosmopolitan multi-sites that are relevant to Esfigmenou, the Shadow of Christ 
plays a vital role in contesting the “sacred tradition” of Athos for political and ideological reasons. 
Vice versa, the Fear of Satan is a means for the New Zealots to find a Voice in a “confused” world. 
And yet, this voice has nothing to do with God’s realm or substance, for “evil” has no real substance. 
It is only a Platonic Cave of the Mind -rather than the truth. 
 
Ethical Problem III 
Natural Evil in the World: The Apocalypse of Covid-19 
The ideological fear of contagiousness finds expression in false rumours and conspiracies, spreading 
online like an “epidemiology of ideas”;45  or what Edmund Ng (2020) only recently called, “the 
pandemic of hate”46 -echoing the collective fear and paranoia of The Plague by Albert Camus [1947] 
in which the author developed the metaphor of Nazi occupation of France along the lines of a plague 
infection. For instance, following the recent outbreak of the pandemic of Covid-19 in January 2020, a 
series of conflicts of interests and tensions emerged in the media between various actors, political 
institutions, national government policies, as well as public and private agencies. Christian 
conspirators on social media, such as the New Zealots of Esfigmenou believe that a vaccination 
program is part of the greater plan to implement microchips under the skin with personalized 
private data (“ID2020 project” [sic]).47 Conspiracy theories reinvent prophecies and other old 
narratives of a lost past in a contemporary context to unravel the signs of the times. For example, 
Rakopoulos associated conspiracy theories with “hidden wealth”, i.e. “how obscure narratives of 
                                                          
 
45 Cultural studies of epidemiology have raised the metaphor that “ideas may be likened to infectious particles, transmitted 
among people who may be susceptible or who may also develop resistance (immunity)” (Trostle and Sommerfeld 1996, 
264). This 20th century culture of an “epidemiology of ideas” developed via the emerging dynamics between contested 
conceptions and ideas about the relationship between two living interdepended organisms, the categories of “human” and 
“virus”, in terms of “social contagion” and its implications for social economic life and the well-being. 
 
46 Ng, The American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, https://doi.org/10.4269/ajtmh.20-0285 [Accessed 28/4/20]. 
 
47 “This pandemic is carrying multiple agendas forward. The push for centralized control of information, which is censorship 
in narrative control, the cashless agenda forming out of the economic crash taking place right now and the fear of passing 
germs through the use of physical money, martial law quarantines, mandatory vaccinations, and digital identification via 
microchipping this situation is the biggest show of force and seizure of power that anyone alive today has ever seen in their 
lifetime. This is very serious. Life is not going back to normal ever again. It truly is the end of the world as we know it. We 
need to take a stand. Refuse forced vaccines, destroy 5G technology any chance we get, and don’t let them fill you up with 
fear. From what I gather, they lose in the end anyway. You know, I really hope that’s true and this life is only temporary. So, 
don’t be scared, be strong and stand up for yourselves. I know one thing for sure, I’ll die or be thrown in a FEMA camp, or 
worse, before going along with what they are doing right now. Maybe you should consider doing the same thing.”47 (ODD 




wealth are shaping the ways in which people conceptualize economic crisis.”48 These demons of 
modernity have nowadays evolved and emerging from both great world events -such as the ongoing 
pandemic Covid-19. A number of conspiracies on social media associate the spread of the virus 
(manmade or otherwise) with the freezing of the world economy, which the New York Times 
anticipate to be worse than that of 2008.49 In this context, it is the material reality of poverty that 
allows these imagined stories of Dystopia to flourish via cheap social media technologies. 
For example, amongst Evangelical Christians the pandemic is a sign of the entering the reign of the 
Antichrist in the times of globalization as prophesized in the Apocalypse. According to this 
reinvented narrative, the human race gradually loses its will and historical agency by being enslaved 
to a world system of consumption and self-alienation, in which Christian existence (ontologically 
defined by Freedom and Otherness) is induced to an impersonal algorithm. This greater system of a 
simulated Anthropocene is controlled by the Antichrist, who takes a variety of forms depending on 
the target of a particular group. For some, the Antichrist is the Pope, for others, the Rockefeller 
foundation, Bill Gates, or the latest 5G mobile technology.50 As social media circulate these 
reinvented narratives, a variety of interpretations of the same prophecies emerge allegedly made by 
charismatic monks, such as Paisios cited above in the opening ethnographic chunk of this paper. 
Allegedly, it was Paisios who first made the apocalyptic claim that microchip monitoring technology, 
as proposed by Bill Gates and Melinda Foundation following the Covid-19 pandemic, will be carrying 
the number of the Beast 6-6-6, which is the bar code stamped on all products that allows for their 
circulation to participate in the wider monitored and personalized global market. The “Beast” here 
emerges from the double fear of contagiousness (Covid-19) and surveillance (biotechnology) of 
increasingly unknown technologies and circumstances that may transform the human body and 
society in irreversible ways. The circulation of conspiracy theories via the false lights of computer 
screens and mobile phones has replaced the natural circulation and human contact of the ritual life 
on Athos This leap away from “nature” is indeed “evil”, in the sense that it is anthropocentric and 
technologically oriented because it (claims that it) takes control of God’s Creation from God. It is 
Blasphemy. 
As the Prometheus and the Eosphoros myths say, it is the greatest blasphemy that we, humans, 
claim or even strive to control this world, which nevertheless does not belong to us but God. This 
modernist existential darkness and lack of self-awareness engulfed the chaotic reality that followed 
the pandemic on a global scale. For Christian conspirators, by losing direct contact to both God and 
Nature filtered via biotechnology, Humans will gradually lose their will and become enslaved replicas 
to a simulated world system of consumption and alienation; an algorithm in the greater 
manufactured system of the Anthropocene. But that’s only a Cave. The ethical question of “natural 
evil” (ethical problems I and II) in the microcosm of Mount Athos then is reinvented and enlarged 
in the context of the biotechnological formation of a monitored World Society. The collective 
anxieties over the exposure of personal data to invisible “Devils”, whose deception lies in the 
power to persuade that they do not have an agenda but have the technology to monitor all 
                                                          
48 Rakopoulos, History and Anthropology, 376. 
 
49 “Amid everything else there’s a deeper economic crisis under way” by Adam Tooze, New York Times, March 20, 2020. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/20/opinion/coronavirus-economy-currency.html [Accessed: 9/4/2020]. 
 
50 The obsession with the number 6-6-6 possibly derives from an American Protestant prophecy that interpreted the barcode 
number on all products in the modern market as the number of the Beast in John’s Revelation. The idea of a coming End 
with the rise of the industrial world and in connection to the number Six-Six-Six was first “prophesised” by the American 
Anglican Mary Stuart Relfe in the nineteenth century and spread amongst neo-fundamentalist Christian sects from the 1970s 




aspects of private life, becomes a question of claiming power by questioning reality: what is real 
and true, “naturally” belongs to God’s Creation, against what is not, but still claims to be what is 
not, by deception, and perversely, “against nature” [“paraphysis”]. These are the paradoxical 
dialectics of “evil”, which are based on its deeply deceitful nature: A Shadow that pretends to be 
Real, and vice versa, the Real that pretends not to exist… 
 
 
http://neolaia-esfigmenou.blogspot.com/2010/ [Accessed 8/6/2020]. 
 
Conclusion 
You, with your electricity and the luxurious lighting settings of your living room, you are 
definitely blinder than those 90-year-old monks who cover themselves in darkness to pray” 
[elder of Esfigmenou 1/12/02]. 
This paper discussed conceptions and uses of “evil” and degrees of badness in two rival 
neighbouring monasteries of Athos. I contextualized the ethnographic material following three 
ethical problems that emerge out of the enlargement of “evil” in the world via the latest 
biotechnologies and the social media.  The first problem relates to the nature of evil, as manifested 
in dualist terms by the Jungian archetypes of Christ and Antichrist, the Self and its Shadow, which 
coexist in nature just as Light coexist with Darkness. However, the comparison of the social 
environments between Vatopaidi and Esfigmenou revealed two contrasting ways of encountering 
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and contextualizing “evil” in daily life inside the monasteries and in relation to a materialist world-
out-there. I have argued that this objectification of the “world” into an object of contemplation and 
rejection, forms the basis for the ideological recontextualization and enlargement of “evil” into the 
“world” via informal online narratives, conspiracy theories, prophecies, and so on, i.e. the “evil-in-
the-world”. This enlargement represents us with three ethical dilemmas below. 
Ethical Dilemma I 
The paper first reflected upon this material using Jung’s use of Darkness as the “possessive” Shadow 
to the Light of Christ; the imitation and contagiousness of the false Christ, that is, the Antichrist. It is 
important to highlight here that the Antichrist does not bring Darkness -rather, Darkness comes 
with him. The Devil is the “Eosphoros”, another Prometheus “carrying the Light” to Humanity 
against the Will of God. The Devil here is the Great Deceiver, the one who claims that he does not 
exist and that the Light he brings is the true light; and yet, this is only a false Shadow in neo-platonic 
terms of the True Light of Christ. In St John’s Apocalypse, the deception is finally revealed after a 
thousand years of the Antichrist’s reign and the return of Christ. It is notable that the archetype of 
the Antichrist reverses the archetypal aesthetic qualities of the symbol of “Christ” by reversing time 
and space. While Christ brings the Light to the Community at Dawn, the Antichrist brings its 
illuminous Shadow by actually selling it to the Individual Consumer at Sunset -as if, it is the True 
Light: “And that no man might buy or sell, except he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or 
the number of his name.” [Revelation 13:17, King James version]. The neon lights of computer 
screens are not natural lights [“Physico Fos”]. Rather, they are false and contagious lights, which 
claim to be natural, but actually work “against-nature” [“para-physin”]. Darkness is natural, but cities 
are lit by pervasive lights. The neon lights are not the natural light of the sun, but a simulation of 
light that does not allow us to be aware of the natural darkness of the night. In other words, the city 
lights do not allow one to be aware of the battleground that God has created for Humanity, to strive 
to return to its perfect natural state before the original sin. The absence of darkness does not allow 
one the possibility to ascend, but entraps him in a Matrix here on earth. 
Ethical Dilemma II 
Following the critical writings of David Hume on Natural Religion regarding the institutionalization of 
the dogma by the Church (ethical dilemma II), the paper argued that both Jung and Hume criticized 
the Christian Church for appropriating the natural qualities of belief into hegemonic institutions and 
specific ideologies that excluded the natural qualities of Christianity and replacing them with 
ideological apparatus, in which the totalizing image of “evil” is used to implement their power on 
their subjects. Hume called for the emancipation of these institutions and return to nature where 
true faith never seized to exist. This led us to the third ethical dilemma, regarding the uses of new 
technologies for the re-appropriation and enlargement of the conception of “natural evil” into the 
world. As I have argued in respect to the material from Esfigmenou, this process of ideological 
enlargement takes place in terms of pollution and contagiousness (by prohibiting all contact with the 
“antisocial”) through informal, horizontal, online networks, such as those of the Old Calendarist 
Church. Similar ideas came to the surface during the pandemic of Covid-19 in a kind of epidemiology 
of hateful ideas that accompanied the pandemic. In their context, the power of the “evil” to deceit 
becomes our modern befallen world itself. As discussed, in spreading the virus of the new 
Apocalypse on social media, the followers of the Old Calendarist Church and other Christian sects 
have been collectively reinventing Apocalypse in the context of the Covid-19 crisis. In this context 
the paper discussed the paradox of “natural evil” as the inevitable telos of the grand narrative of the 
Second Coming, juxtaposed to self-responsibility as countering “moral evil” in daily life. 
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Ethical Dilemma III 
St Augustine associated evil with the human “will” [“voluntas”], morally referring to the intention 
and motivations behind every human action towards “intentional objects” ([“de civitate dei”] on the 
basis of Freedom of choice, i.e. the liberum voluntatis arbitrium.51 By placing responsibility of human 
action to humans and not God (i.e. the “original sin” of our befallen human nature), St Augustine 
economically reinvented the Stoic doctrine which rejected the “passions” of the self, referring to the 
memories, thoughts and desires that may interrupt our ascent to God, by keeping us in a permanent 
state of “akrasia” [“excessive behaviour” and/or weakness of character] -the “weakness of will” in 
Nietzsche’s terms. In The Genealogy of Morals [1886-7], Nietzsche unearthed social hypocrisy as the 
essence of evil, especially of those who are too weak to upheld the Truth and whose mediocrity 
limits the true potentiality of the human race. Echoing Rousseau’s infamous essay on “A Discourse 
on the Moral Effects of the Arts and Sciences” [1750], Nietzsche criticized the disposition and values 
of ascetic life (poverty, humility, chastity, section III, page 8) as pretentious and weak. Nietzsche 
pointed to an underlying feeling of ascetic resentment and envy infecting the arts, philosophy, 
society and religion. In this context, Nietzsche speaks of a process of “moralization”,52 manufactured 
by and within the war industry of his time, and naturalized as such via the interests of a totalitarian 
mediocracy, i.e. a hypocritical bureaucratic office based on moralism (rather than morality) and 
banality (rather than honest engagement) as the social “normal” (Hannah Arendt). As both the 
material from Athos and by following Jung (ethical dilemma I) and Hume (ethical dilemma II), the 
conception and uses of “evil” show that it is not a “natural” or metaphysical force, but rather, a 
human deeds that is counter-naturalized and ideologically moralized within a specific frame of mind 
(i.e. “logic”). 
Nevertheless, the ethical problem here goes deeper than politics and ideology. It is a matter of 
claiming reality. The “antisocial” condition of evil here in only a cave of the mind leading to 
collective psychoses, which are often manifested as “persecution complexes”53 by a world-out-there. 
The dim light of the cave allows the projection of the shadows to pretend they are real. But this is a 
false light, for the True Light is out of the cave, in the Sun. Only those charismatic enough can 
witness it. This metaphor becomes a story that questions the reality of our world today (ethical 
problem III). This deception of “evil” is therefore the replacement of what is real, eternal, and true, 
that is, True Faith, with what is empty, false, and temporary, that is, its Shadow. This understanding 
of ethics echoes Plato’s famous story of the Cave. Plato describes how false projections and forms, 
he called the Shadows, seem to be real as they are being projected on the cave’s walls. But they do 
not have their own light, for the light that produces them comes from outside the cave. The 
Shadows distort the phenomenological view of reality by replacing it with empty, illusionary 
shadow forms. In other words, by replacing the physical reality of “nature”, with a simulated 
reality of an “un-natural” [“paraphysin”] befallen world, respectively. Satan’s face is nowadays a 
digital double self, an ethereal digitized identity based on its claim that it is real, and yet, at the 
same time, disconnected form the material reality of God’s World. We all have one -at least those 
of us on social media. 
Satan’s greatest deception is the subtle replacement of who we are with who we thing we are. The 
mirror of simulated reality, however, is distorted; because it is not a True Reflection but a Shadow in 
                                                          
51 Wetzel, Augustine and the Limits of Virtue, 98-111. 
 
52 Owen, Nietzsche’s Genealogy of Morality, 113-130. 
 




Plato’s Cave. As in the myths of Prometheus or in the Bible, Prometheus, Satan pretends that he 
brings the True Light of Knowledge and Technology, that he is the “carrier of the light” 
[“Eosphoros].” And yet, the light of Technology is a false light; for the True Light can only exist “living 
in Christ” [“en Christo zoe”]. This is the essence of the natural transition from darkness to Light that 
is naturalized via the symbolism given in the dimly lit monasteries. It is by following the light of the 
little candle that the monks will see the True Light of the Mount Tabor and face God [“theoro” to see 
God”]. The Devil’s game is to imitate the True Light of God with his own false light, the light of 
technology and progress that lacks or questions True Faith. Conversely, True knowledge only exists 
for those who can find a way out of the cave, in order to see the True Light of the Sun. For those who 
remain inside the Cave of the mind, however, reality becomes the simulation itself: “The simulacrum 
is never that which conceals the truth – it is the truth which conceals that there is none. The 
simulacrum is true” (Ecclesiastes cited by Jean Baudrillard).54 The neon city lights are not natural 
sunbeams, but a simulation of light that does not allow one to be aware of the natural darkness of 
the night. In other words, the city lights do not allow one to see in the dark, in order to get out of the 
cave and return to the Light, that is, the perfect natural state of Adam and Eve before the original 
sin. In other words, the absence of darkness would not allow one the possibility to ascend. For the 
false light, the Shadow in the Cave in Plato, the Shadow of Christ in Jung, or the Shadow of Dogma in 
Hume, entraps us here on earth, thus, making it our self-responsibility to find the Truth in God and 
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